Open House #2 Public Input Summary Update

Public Open House
 Held in Town Hall Foyer and
Council Chambers
 January 30, 2018
 5 – 7 PM

 Open House format

 Goals & Objectives
 Quality of the Built
Environment/Place
 Quality of Life and
Community Character
 Safe & Efficient Mobility
 Taking the Long View
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 Community Framework










Town Wide
Old Town/Shem Creek
Highway District
Waterfront Gateway
Inner/Outer Neighborhoods
Wando Terminal
Settlement Communities
Cultural Corridor
Rural Community

 Comprehensive Plan Presentation
given 2 times (5:15 and 6:15)
 234 registered guests

Open House Summary
HOW WE EDUCATED
 Presentation
 Staffed workstations
 Online information for additional
resources
 Plan Forum participation
 Online push of information (Mount
Pleasant website, NextDoor, direct
emails)
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HOW WE LEARNED
 Write-on boards
 Dialogue with guests
 Paper comment forms (19)
 Online SurveyMonkey (as of February
12, there are 712 complete
responses)

 Results consist of the Open House boards, paper surveys, and online surveys
responses together.
 Results shown are the largest group by level of support.
 Data is current as of February 12, 2018.
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Goals and Objectives
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70% Strongly Agree
81% Strongly Agree
42% Strongly Agree
44% Strongly Agree
38% Strongly Agree
42% Strongly Agree
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Quality of the Built Environment/Place Flip Chart Comments














“Disagree w/ premise of first objective and demands of growth. Growth
(development) is contingent on sufficient infrastructure. Demand is not
a relevant consideration”
“Density is not the cure for affordability. NYC is super dense- is THAT
affordable?”
“Important to maintain the small town feel of the town no matter its
population”
“Coleman Blvd needs to be walkable & bikeable with no turn lanes”
“Biking and walking- look at Indianapolis, Reston, VA & Portland, OR for
good examples”
“Protect both sides of Coleman & Ben Sawyer- all of Old Mt. Pleasant”
“Density does not produce affordable housing in a fast growing,
popular area. Need to find more direct reliable ways to do it”
“Heights and densities need to be low to moderate”
“Density will come a necessity due to so much already built out- so few
spaces left: Design of multi-story buildings- (especially housing) need
more southern, graceful, attractive look- Daniel Island has many such
examples”
“Shove buildings to the back of property line and put green space in
front”
“Require developers to include a certain % of their homes to be
affordable- must be kept affordable on resale”
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“Remember the small time feel of Mt. Pleasant”
“Require developers to dedicate park space and add to bike paths that
interconnect with existing/master plan for a time when cars are NOT the
preferred mode of transportation”
“Public Access to the water”
“A lot more support for local small businesses”
“Concern: ADO’s being used as vacation rentals- not affordable housing.
Division of existing lots in Old M. P. creating, runoff, losing trees,
structures taking up lot”
“IOT- Interactive, connected support and information deliver to support
history and town businesses”
“Housing affordability: should state workforce and seniors housing, some
people may think it’s other types of housing units other than
apartments”
“Have the applications map online have a colored dot for brand new
applications- so public has “heads up” about something coming”
“Question from large group: how to insure that the actual zoning will
accurately reflect the new plan?”
“Need for building equity so one can grow value and equity over time”
“Impact fees- not fair for ALL size businesses? Tax credit or lower fees for
small businesses”
“Patio homes/duplexes especially focused on aging populations but NOT
apartments”

74% Strongly Agree
83% Strongly Agree
84% Strongly Agree
86% Strongly Agree
63% Strongly Agree
57% Strongly Agree
54% Strongly Agree
64% Strongly Agree
68% Strongly Agree
47% Strongly Agree
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Quality of Life/Community Character Flip Chart Comments
 “Abundant buffers/landscaping- critical to
maintain this so our HWY 17 doesn’t turn into
Suburbia USA. Example will the new Home
Depot be well-screened from street view or
right up front?”
 “Signage is of concern to me. Keep signs in
character and avoid anymore “Trojan Horses”,
who let them do that?! DITTO waste-wastewaste”
 “Protect natural waterways from pollution from
city runoff silt and trash (Cooper Lake)”
 “Protect all of “Old” Mt. Pleasant- both sides of
Coleman and especially Ben Sawyer”
 “Pocket neighborhoods would solve the
affordable housing problem”
 “Build affordable homes by putting on Land
Trust owned land”
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 “Never do anything on Land Trust Land”
 “Better implementation of existing TOMP tree
ordinances both during & post construction”
 “Why isn’t MP ISO #1?”
 “Pollution control- all towards wetlands.
Whether runoff, spraying, declination of erosion
control”
 “Control AirBnB & VRBO!”
 “Stop letting folks get away with cutting down
old large trees- like on Toomer Lane”
 “Protect wetlands and reclaim previously
destroyed or damaged”
 “Wildlife, migration routes, critical- maintain
natural habitat on land, ensuring corridors.
Studies on this are important”
 “Gentrification issues & concerns”

60% Strongly Agree
67% Strongly Agree
62% Strongly Agree
57% Strongly Agree
74% Strongly Agree
56% Strongly Agree
59% Strongly Agree
72% Strongly Agree
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Safe and Efficient Mobility Flip Chart Comments
“Open up streets in DVHD that end at the marsh. Make
this openness permanent so homeowners don’t take over
these beautiful sites”
“Consider public transportation within Mt. Pleasant”
“41?”
“Don’t lose “scenic highway” designation on Mathis
Ferry- older neighborhoods/neighbors are ‘blocked in’ by
through traffic as it is- DO NOT WIDEN- EVER”
“Make bike routes and lanes connected to each other,
rather than abruptly ending mid-block. Bike lanes and
parallel parking do not mix”
“Make real bike lines- wide enough for average cyclists
and do not try to mix w/ parallel parking- is unsafe from
car doors opening and people parking and no one uses.
Safer in the street”
“Remember land expansions results in “induced
demand” road expansion is bad!”
“The focus needs to move away from cars and move
towards bikes”
“Make Coleman Blvd our Main Street NOT a hwy”
“Enable full bicycle access- more through routes, less
dead ends”
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“Insist on transportation concurrency with development
(determine if roads can support extra traffic before
development) (e.g. Mid-town & Bowman)”
“Keep planted medians and on street parking on
Coleman”
“Make document on traffic (car #) separate from the map
so it can be printed to compare increased usage over the
years”
“Show potential Park & Ride locations”
“Show bus routes”
“Protected bike lanes on Coleman w/ street side parking”
“Connected bike lanes, improved intersection safety, bike
box at bridge turn lane”
“Develop and/or communicate a process for older
neighborhoods to add sidewalks on busiest “cut-throughs”
or main egress/exit road(s) into/out of subdivision. E.g.
Creekside too dangerous to walk/bike on Dragoon to get
to & utilize the wonderfully redone frontage roads on
Johnnie Dodds. Also, same for Pelzer & Cottingham in
Cooper Estates”
“Nothing indicates transportation planning when new high
school goes in at Whipple/Mathis Ferry”

74% Strongly Agree
78% Strongly Agree
78% Strongly Agree
88% Strongly Agree
70% Strongly Agree
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Taking the Long View Flip Chart Comments
“Why are developers not required to build more roads,
add lighting, etc. for their projects?”
“Protect local natural waterways (Lake
Cooper/Williamson Drive) from City runoff, silt and
trash. Plan for culvert filters and dredging”
“Space for performing arts very, very important!”
“Residents should pay taxes to pay for schools &
operating costs”
“New objective: maintain and support a diverse
community in Mt. Pleasant (eg. Economic diversity,
career, demographics)”
“Drainage infrastructure needs a lot of attention in Old
Mt. P we cannot continue the building growth without
taking this into consideration”
“Community involvement in emergency managementhelp with prep and clean up, create community
response group. (community emergency response
team)”
“Bike friendly, campaign, helps sustain environment and
reduce traffic, bike festival”
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 “What percentage of the taxable land will be lost
due to sea level rise? 10, 20, 30 years?”
 “Please be mindful pf striking a balance between
high density and maintaining what makes Mt. P
special”
 “How to insure that the actual zoning ordinances
accurately implement and represent the new
plan??”
 “Reasonable development is necessary to
encourage local businesses to stay in Mount
Pleasant and to fund the services to residents and
businesses that are necessary for a healthy
community. Otherwise, increased in the taxes or
possibly higher bond rates may be necessary for
the health and sustainability of the town”
 “Stop charging local businesses and office huge
fees when they move into a vacant buildingreduce impact fees for existing vacant buildings”
 “Fair taxation based on use. Ex. Why is a boat
taxed so much more than a house- no road needs,
no school needs, etc.”

Community Framework
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31% Neutral
41% Strongly Agree
68% Strongly Agree
55% Strongly Agree
33% Strongly Agree
32% Strongly Agree
32% Strongly Disagree
29% Slightly Agree
32% Strongly Disagree
67% Strongly Agree
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Town Wide Flipchart Comments









“Consider dedicated, limited hours, stand-up only, public bus
for moving people between business locations along
Coleman Blvd, between Northcutt and Ben Sawyer- make it
“free” and look at City of Denver Colorado, and what they’ve
done to enhance pedestrian mall with similar ideas.
Encourage park once and provide access to broad range of
businesses to increase their accessibility and foot traffic and
overall Mt. Pleasant experience for visitors as well”
“Form a more realistic and active tree bank that can enforce
replacement of real trees not sticks, also the ability to
enforce replacement of trees that die”
“Better identification of parcels that are county donut holes”
“Accessory dwelling units should have to comply with
existing setback lines for dwellings- i.e. should only be
allowed if lot is large enough to accommodate dwelling and
accessory unit”
“As cost of living escalates, short term rental provides
supplemental income to allow residents to stay in the
community”
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 “Few communities regulate pine and sweetgum
trees. Pines are adequately representative and
need no additional regulation. They attract
lightning resulting in possible property damage
and injury. Sweet gums are messy and often
poorly-formed. Tree protection ordinance needs
no change, and more reasonable application of
the ordinance by staff is important”
 “Community Framework- Music groups (Seaside
Singers Community Choir, Charleston
Community Bank, Southcoast Symphony) lack
rehearsal and performance spaces in Mt. P. They
must go to other communities”
 “HWY 41 gateway not a good idea- there’s
already too much traffic on 41”
 “Consider a PAC that can accommodate a
symphony Orchestra Performance”
 “Short term rental should be allowed w/ certain
reasonable restrictions. New technologies exist
to manage potential sound disturbance”

31% Slightly Agree
66% Strongly Agree
28% Neutral
47% Strongly Agree
43% Strongly Disagree
34% Slightly Agree
39% Strongly Agree
33% Neutral
44% Strongly Agree
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60% Strongly Agree
83% Strongly Agree
77% Strongly Agree
77% Strongly Agree
43% Strongly Agree

54% Strongly Agree
43% Strongly Agree
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45% Strongly Agree
54% Strongly Agree
51% Slightly Agree
34% Strongly Disagree
54% Strongly Agree
35% Slightly Agree
63% Strongly Agree
50% Strongly Agree
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